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Dutch Windmill 



Granny’s   90th Birthday 



















Hole in the Wall  





Using 6 focus fabrics 



Using Fat Quarters and fussy cut centers.  Plus, added extra 
Sashing (brown) 



Using black on white for focus and white on black for 
centers 



Using 4 
fabrics.  
Gives a 
floating 
effect. 



1.  Sew 2 ½” 
lattice strips to 
both long sides 
of 4 ½” center 

strip fabric 

2.  Open,  
press, cut into 

4 ½” units 

3.  Sew 2 ½”  
lattice strip to 
each side of 4 

½” units 

5.  Open, press,  cut 
apart, and square 

to a 7 ½” block 



3.  Sew two 7” focus strips to both sides of a 2 ½” lattice strip.   Press,  cut 
into 4 ½” units 

1. Sew two 3” focus 
strips to both 
sides of a 2 ½” 
lattice strip 
 

2. Open, press, cut 
into 4 ½” units 

3. Sew two 7” focus 
strips to both sides of 
a 2 ½” lattice strip.   
 

4. Open, Press, Cut into 
4 ½” units 

 And what do you 
do with these 

scraps?   





3.  Sew two 7” focus strips to both sides of a 2 ½” lattice strip.   Press,  cut 
into 4 ½” units 

1. Sew two 3” focus 
strips to both 
sides of a 2 ½” 
lattice strip 
 

2. Open, press, cut 
into 4 ½” units 

3. Sew two 7” focus 
strips to both sides of 
a 2 ½” lattice strip.   
 

4. Open, Press, Cut into 
4 ½” units 

Build Block 



Same focus fabric 
throughout.  Fussy-cut 
centers.  12 Blocks set as 4 
columns by 3 rows. 
 
Need:  
•(6) 3” x WOF  focus strips  
•(6) 7” x WOF focus strips 
•(12) 4 ½” centers 
•(22) 2 ½” x WOF sashing 
•Make 2 color binding 



Using a Fat 
Quarter pack with 
extra yardage to 
fussy cut fox 
centers, backing, 
and for pillow 
backs. 
 
And, isn’t that 
face darling! 



Made out of 
her son’s old 

boxer 
shorts! 





Time For….. 



Zig a Zag 



Table Runner using 6 – 2 ½” WOF strips 



Uses one 
jelly roll 

for  
65” x 70”.  
I added a 
6” border 

to get  
76” x 81” 



1. Sew two 2 1/2” 
strips together 
 

2. Press and Cut into    
4 ½” units 

3. Save 2 patch units at 
the end of strip for 
use with other 
projects 



1. Layout rows on the diagonal 
2. Position 4 ½” units in order of vertical, horizontal, vertical, etc 
3. Add background fabric Setting triangles to ends of each row – except corner 

rows 
4. Add background fabric triangles to corners 

 



Use 
leftover 
scraps to 

make 
placemats, 
coasters, 

or scrappy 
quilts 



Used 4 
fabrics, 

small stop 
border, 6” 
mitered 

outer 
border 



Learn online from Eleanor!!! 



Select the Pattern 



Scroll Down To See Video and Click Play 



How Charming 





TIP: 
Get from 
Pharmacy and 
use to keep 
rulers from 
slipping. 



Braid In A Day 



Baby Size 
uses (9) 2 
½” strips. 

 
Great use 

for 
leftover 
Jelly Roll 

Strips 



12 batik 
Strips from 

a Kit 
Eleanor 

put 
together.   



1. With Wrong 
Sides Together, 
cut 2 ½” strips 
into 10 ½” 
segments 

2. Align template 
along edge, and 
cut 

3. Sort into Left 
and Right stacks 
 

4. Align a right braid 
perpendicular to a 
left braid and sew 

5. Continue adding 
Left and Right 
braids until desired 
length is reached 
 

6. Trim bottom of 
braid square.   

 

7. Sew triangles 
cut from 
bottom of 
braid to top.   

 





Using 
strips from 
4 fabrics, 
planned 
left and 

right braid 
as same 
fabric. 



Time For….. 



Whirligig 



• 20 blocks in middle 
• 3” background 

sashing with 
pinwheel 
cornerstones 

• 20 blocks in outside 
border 

 



1. Sew a colored 2 
½” strip to a 
background 2 
½” strip 

2. Press toward 
the color 

3. Cut into 4 ½” 
units 

4. Match/nest  two 4 ½” 
units opposite and right 
sides together 

5. Mark diagonal line, sew 
¼” on each side of the line 

6. Open, trim, press, and place  
units into two stacks 

7. Sew 4 matching units 
together for a block 

8. Because step 5 creates 
two opposite units, there 
will be an equal number 
of opposite blocks.  One 
set is used for the interior 
of the quilt and the other 
set is used in the border.  



My Favorite Way to Make Half Square Triangle blocks!    Even 
before I met Eleanor! 



1. Place a color square 
right sides together 
with a background 
square 

2. Draw an X 
3. Sew ¼” on each 

side of the X 
4. Cut a Vertical and 

Horizontal line 
5. Cut on the original 

diagonal lines 

6. You now have 8  half 
square triangle units 

7. Use 6 ½” Triangle Square Up 
ruler to trim triangles to size 

8. Open and press toward 
color.  You will have a 
perfect square 

9. Sew 4 units together to form 
a pinwheel block 



Batiks by  
Frankie McClean 



Diagonal 
Stripes by 

Nancy 
Horsley 



Pink 
Background by 
Cindy Bundrick 



Quick Trips  



Last Trip to the Quilted Pearl 





Opposites 
Attract  





Little Spinners – made 
from leftover scraps cut 
from kites 

Kylies Kite – free 
pattern with template 



Class Sample 
Not quilted 
3 colors 



1. 5” dark and light squares 
2. Mark 2 ½” horizontally and 

vertically from bottom 
right corner 

3. Cut on 2 ½” mark to top 
left corner 

4. Separate Kite and place 
side pieces in a bag.  These 
pieces will not be used in this 
quilt but can be used to make 
a smaller quilt later 

2 ½” 

2 ½” 

5. Place two 3x6” rectangles 
wrong sides together.  
VERY important to get left 
and right pieces 

6. Cut on the Diagonal 
7. Place into Left and Right 

stacks 

8. Sew a left and right 
piece to each kite 

9. Use On Point Ruler 
to trim all 4 sides 



2 ½” Light 

2 ½” Medium 

2 ½” Medium 

2 ½” Dark 

2 ½” 

1. Sew  a Light to Medium 
2. Sew Dark to Medium 
3. Cut into 2 ½” segments 

Row 
1 

Row  
2 

Row 
3  

4. Sew units together into 3 
rows 

5. Sew rows together to make 
block 









Triple Twist 







1. Sew three 2 ½” strips 
together 

2. Cut into 13” segments and 
place RST with a 13”x6 ½” 
background piece 

3. Mark a Vertical line and 
Diagonal Lines 

4. Sew ¼” on both sides of 
the diagonal line 

5. Cut on the Vertical and 
Diagonal lines 

6. Square units to 6” 
7. Separate into Vertical and 

Horizontal stacks 

Vertical Horizontal 



H 

H 

H 

V 

V 

V 

1. Layout blocks using 3 from 
the Horizontal stack and 3 
from the Vertical stack 

2. Use remaining units to 
make Top and Bottom 
Blocks 









Eleanor is well, 
homebound, 
and “cooped” 
up with her 
beloved 
chickens at 
Bear Paw 
Ranch during 
the COVID 
pandemic. 



Time For….. 


